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Legends of Steel Session Summary 08/02/2009 

Attendance 

 Bruce (Baba Ali) asks, “Now that I’ve returned from the frozen north, what 

happened in the last session?” 

 Ernest (Manoj) offers, “Funny you should ask, I have a session summary here.  I 

haven’t posted it to the web because it contains such strong language that even the 

Internet would be offended!”  All are impressed.  Bruce accepts the offered pages as if 

they might burn him. 

 Paul (Oka) proclaims, “My name is Beaumont Jackson!”  Everyone is confused 

until they figure out that he is creating a new Shadowrun character to replace the last one, 

cut down by machine-gun fire before his time. 

 Chris (Singh) asks, “What was the last character’s name?  Jackson Beaumont?  Or 

Beaumont Johnson?”  Chris seems marginally annoyed when everyone starts giggling 

like schoolgirls over childish “Big Johnson” jokes. 

 Chuck steps in later, curious about the fact that everyone is talking about 

guillotining people and maligning Tim’s character’s so-called “Topless Redskin Whore”.  

He deduces that the upset is primarily due to the fact that Tim collects three times the 

Bennies of everyone else thanks to her.  He rebukes the others, offering that they 

shouldn’t be so bitter just because Tim has figured out how to decisively win the Benny 

wars. 

 

Character Player Concept and Notes 

Oka Paul Tarzan-like native, accompanied by his panther Kura 

Singh Chris Thuggee assassin  

Manoj Ernest Sikh warrior 

Kaitamo Tim Mongol archer who loves My Little Pony 

Max Harkness Matt Escaped pleasure slave, along with his love slave Yanto 

Baba Ali Bruce The bumbling Sufi monk 
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Is the Sorcerer Really Dead? 

 The characters are all standing around the ruins of the Brothers of Yago camp 

watching the dead sorcerer flap away on his wyvern.  Kaitamo announces, “My so-called 

redskin squeeze and I are going to go confirm the kill!”  Puna giggles.  He heads off into 

the woods with her, already unlacing his breeches.  The others think they overhear him 

say, “Tell me how good that shot was, baby!  I never miss what I’m aiming for!”   

 The others turn to looting the dead acolytes, mercenaries and werewolves.  They 

come up with: 

• Leather armor (10) 

• Longswords (6) 

• Crossbows (6) 

• Shortswords (4) 

• Bucklers (2) 

• Holy Symbols of Yago (2) 

• Long Teeth and Scary Fur (2) 

• 410 silver coins 

• 13 gold coins 

• A small vial – a Potion of Deflection 

Everyone is less than impressed with the quality of the werewolves’ gear.  Manoj 

complains, “Where’s these guys logistics train?  It’s as if they were just walking around 

the wilderness clutching their swords in one hand and their private parts in the other.” 

 Singh complains, “Now, this just seems like a bad way to run an army.  Now, the 

God-King Arr knew how to run an army!  He had demons and witches and succubi, but 

he also had a lot of regular soldiers.  And he also had a lot of people he fed to the brain-

leeches and dressed in bondage gear.  Those guys he had his men hold on leashes and 

when they needed to clear a corridor they’d just go berserk.  It was great.” 

 Oka groans, “All you people are crazy.  Living in cities rots your brains.” 

 Baba Ali shows up from nowhere, exclaiming, “You collected some gold!  

Excellent!  I can hardly wait to donate that to the orphanage!”  Everyone glares at him.  

Then he asks, “Is anybody hurt?” 
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 Singh points out, “Actually, Puna needed some healing but it sounds like Kaitamo 

is dealing with that problem now.”  All sorts of sounds come from the bushes. 

 Baba Ali ignores him and turns to identifying the potion.  He explains, “It’s a 

potion of Deflection!  Drink it and for three rounds you’re at –4 to be hit!  It is made from 

exotic herbs from the Green Death Jungle.  Did you know they grow avocados there too?  

The locals call it the Assassin Plant.” 

 Oka suggests, “I think you may be confusing two plants.  The real assassin plant 

conceals itself as other plants to trap other plants and monkeys and things.  It’s like a 

stranger concealing himself as a stranger offering candy to little children.” 

 Baba Ali stares at Oka with concern, “Are you sure you haven’t been stealing 

herbs out of my bag?” 

 Baba Ali divides up the money, including the 68 silver coins collected last time.  

Each share amounts to 119 silver and 3 gold coins, with one gold coin left over.  Singh 

takes the excess gold coin.  Baba Ali and Oka mourn because their poverty immediately 

cuts their take in half. 

How Can We Dispose of the Green Stone? 

 Manoj offers, “I think we need to go back to civilization.  I want to buy some 

betel nuts.  They turn my teeth brown!” 

 Singh points out, “We need to come up with a good place to put the evil glowing 

green stone.  I think we should offer it as a sacrifice to the sky gods.  There are shrines to 

Groneth, god of the sky, rains and crops over near Belsa.” 

 The first problem is how to dig the Evil Green Stone back up again.  The other 

characters let Singh talk to his clan-mates in the Bear Clan to assemble a digging party.  

He explains to the Chief that now that he and his companions have killed all the 

foreigners, including the werewolves, and driven off the wyvern while the tribesmen 

cowered in their teepees, he needs some braves (so-called) to help dig. 

 Chief Bear Claw hems and haws about providing labor.  He makes some mealy-

mouthed excuses about Fall being on the way and all the tribesmen being needed to 

gather food.  He doesn’t waver even when Singh mentions that there is a big food stash 

nearby left by the now-dead pirates.  He does offer the characters tents, rations, water and 
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shovels.  Singh refrains from asking how the Chief can spare rations when he’s so 

worried about gathering food for winter. 

The Witch-Queen’s Minions Pay a Visit 

 The characters finally decide that some hard work would do their spiritual 

development good.  The characters make camp near the collapsed cave and commence 

digging.  Manoj leads them in a rousing round of “Heigh ho!  Heigh ho!” while the 

characters dig for three days.  It is hard, grinding labor that leaves several characters and 

both of the pirates exhausted. 

 

 Things take a turn for the strange on the third day when Baba Ali announces that 

he has smelled the scent of rotting vegetation.  He decides that he had best inspect the 

pirates for signs of Crotch Rot.  Then the air ripples with squirrels!  A massive portal 

appears in the clearing.  Two robed figures step out of the portal and take positions on 
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either side of it.  They are followed by a shorter robed figure who pulls back the hood of 

her robe to reveal that she is a pale-skinned, dark-haired girl with eyes all of black. 

 The girl announces, “I am the messenger of the Witch Queen.  You are digging 

for the Sky-Stone of Yago.” 

 Manoj points out, “We had a different name for it, but yes.  I really like goth 

chicks, so I’m happy to talk to you.” 

 Baba Ali offers, “I have heard of the Moors of the Witch Queen.  She is rumored 

to be a weakly-godlike sorceress who might be immortal.  The powers on the island of 

Yar control both the city of Radu and the puppet government of Broaq-Nohar.  A couple 

of years ago, Yar sent troops from Broaq-Nohar to conquer the Moors.  Their army was 

utterly destroyed, and scouts reported that the soldiers were crucified on the sides of the 

road.” 

 

 Manoj asks, “What can we do for you and the Witch-Queen.” 

 “My Mistress will take the Sky-Stone off your hands.” 

 “A temping bid.” 

 Oka adds in, “We cannot see any downsides to this.” 
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 The Messenger adds, “She is prepared to offer several ancient relics, all powerful.  

You may consider for three days, then I will return.” 

 Manoj talks her into providing half a dozen zombies to dig up the Sky-Stone.  

Then she returns to the portal and the whole affair vanishes.  After she leaves, Manoj tries 

to convince the others that the best plan is to take the Witch-Queen’s bribe and then run 

off with the stone. 

 Singh doesn’t answer right away.  He is too busy watching six zombies fail to 

make progress in excavating the cave.  As he watches, one zombie triggers a cave-in and 

is crushed.  He orders three of them to march south to the sea.  They oblige.  Manoj ropes 

the remaining two zombies’ left hands together and orders them to knife-fight.  He 

watches for a few minutes, then loses interest and walks off.  Then the characters 

unwillingly pick up their shovels again and resume digging. 

What Do You Mean Pirates Are Attacking? 

 Late on the third night Manoj spots a gang of eight pirates trying to sneak up on 

the camp.  He is unimpressed with their stealthiness.  Then they open fire with 

crossbows.  He is even more unimpressed with their marksmanship.  He calls out, “Hey!  

Pansies!  I’m over here!” 

 Oka emerges from his tent to observe that Manoj is surrounded by pirates.  He 

comments, “You are the worst watcher ever.  How did they get so close to you without 

you noticing and waking us up?” 

 Manoj complains, “I was playing Two For Flinching with our friendly pirate!”  

The friendly pirate rubs his shoulder. 

 The pirates swing blades in semi-random frenzy, injuring nobody. 

 Oka and Kura move in.  Three of the attackers drop in quick succession.  The 

others start to look for ways to retreat.  From the darkness, the characters hear Jobert call 

out defiant insults.  Singh answers back, “Next time, bring some werewolves!  Hahahaa!” 

 Manoj goes into a frenzy and cuts a pirate off at the legs.  While the pirate 

screams in agony, Manoj explains, “I want someone to interrogate.”  Then he howls and 

charges two more pirates. 

 Singh isn’t there to answer: he is off in the darkness, following two of the 

retreating pirates. 
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 Baba Ali takes a look at the legless pirate and concludes that he’s not going to be 

answering anyone’s questions.  He looks at the other battle casualties for potential 

prisoners.  He is quite disappointed by what he finds: none of them survived, not even the 

one whose brains were eaten by the knife-fighting zombies. 

The Rendezvous Point 

 Singh follows two of the surviving pirates back to Jobert’s camp.  Jobert tells 

them, “Two of you survived!  Excellent!  You did much better than my last group of 

pirates!”  Singh shows up the Tyranny of Low Expectations by garroting one of the 

pirates and hauling the lifeless body back into the woods. 

 Jobert draws his rapier and main-gauche and moves to engage Singh.  His stab is 

true, but inflicts only a trivial wound.  His surviving pirate does much better, slashing 

across Singh’s torso.  A waterfall of blood flows. 
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 Singh strikes back, leaving Jobert shaken.  The pirate cuts Singh down.  And then 

he and Jobert run off. 

 A few minutes later Baba Ali finds the badly-wounded Singh and staples him 

back together.  Singh mutters something about, “I was so close that time.  I could see a 

bright light, a bridge, and dead relatives bringing me cool water and sweet fruits…” 

 Baba Ali cuffs him, “Stop that!  I’m not going to have people fading out into the 

afterlife on my watch!  This is the most essential moment of your life, and you want to 

spend it blissing out into your Cave?  Go ahead, spend some quality time with your 

Power Animal!  Not!  Back into the real world, buck!”  He pours vinegar on Singh’s 

wounds.  Singh howls in agony, but eventually embraces the pain and comes one step 

closer to hitting bottom.  He finally understands that only by losing everything can he do 

anything. 

Reprise of the Witch-Queen’s Minions 

 The characters decide (upon Manoj’s urgings) to betray the Witch-Queen’s 

minions and kill them for their artifacts when the portal next appears.  They spend some 

time constructing several rock deadfalls. 

 The portal appears shortly after nightfall.  First the guards emerge, then two 

zombies bearing a heavy chest, and then the Messenger.  She intones, “I return.  I have 

brought the relics.” 

 Manoj answers her, “I have had an insight.  I believe I have just met my future ex-

wife.  Tell us about these relics.  They had better not be like the skeleton-powered 

washing machine we saw once.” 

 “I am only the Messenger, my knowledge is not deep.  There is the Banner of 

Heroes.  There is armor for those who kill in a clandestine manner.  There is the Sword of 

Hala.  There is a pair of collars useful for those who would speak with animals.” 

 Singh comments, “Oka, you’re going to get to wear a collar.  You must be excited 

about that.  And your cat can have a matching collar!  That’s even better.” 

 Manoj admires the various artifacts, then tells the Messenger, “You know, the last 

group of guys gave us two werewolves to fight.  What’s your offer?”  With that, he takes 

a swing at a zombie’s neck.  The zombie blocks his strike. 
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 The Guardians throw back their hoods to reveal skin of blackened corpses and 

foot-long claws.  They snarl and yell, inducing everyone to make various Guts checks.  

Baba Ali becomes violently ill.  Singh decides to flee for a round, then become angry and 

charge back. 

 Manoj grumbles, “I’ve just about had it with these heavy-metal mother-fuckers.”  

He cuts one in half with his poleaxe and remarks, “There!  That one just went down like a 

pole-axed ghoul!”  He steps forward and cuts down both zombies, taking possession of 

the crate. 

 The Messenger proclaims, “This is not over!  Your treachery will be repaid!”  She 

moves back towards the Portal, deftly avoiding Manoj’s attempt to trip her. 

 Meanwhile, the Guardian that Manoj killed stands back up.  Oka evades several 

strikes from the other Guardian, howling, “This was a stupid plan!  I told you that three 

times!  Just give her the rock!” 

 Manoj grins back at him, “I thought you said I should just give it to her.  And I 

intend to!”  He makes pelvic thrust motions and downs a Guardian.  Singh comes 

screaming in and cuts the creature in half, just to be sure.  “Regenerate that, bitch!” 

 The Messenger points at Singh and intones, “He’s got the stone!  Get him!”  A 

Guardian moves to grapple him. 

 Oka observes Singh struggling in the Guardian’s grip and squeals, “Give them the 

stone!  By the way, how do you defeat these things?”  Oka knocks one down just as the 

other stands back up again. 

 Singh answers him, “You defeat them with love!  Call in the pirates!”  The pirates 

fail their Guts checks and are panicked.  They flee for the hills. 

 The Messenger continues to scream, “The curse of the Witch-Queen will be upon 

you all!  You are all doomed!”  Oka answers her by pegging one of the Guardians to the 

ground through its head.  The creature squirms but fails to escape. 

 The Guardian grappling Singh tears the Sky-Stone away from him.  Manoj and 

Singh chop away at the creature while Baba Ali gathers up a torch and tries to set the 

other Guardian on fire.  He manages to get one of them to smolder and one of them to 

turn into a raging bonfire. 
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 The Messenger takes hold of the Sky-Stone and steps through the gate.  Both 

Manoj and Singh step through it immediately afterwards.  They find themselves in a 

barren throne room.  A scantily clad, slightly older version of the Messenger sits on a 

cold stone throne.  A similar throne covered with cobwebs sits empty adjacent. 

 The Witch-Queen snarls, “How dare you enter my realm uninvited!” 

 Singh elbows Manoj, “Now’s your chance to seduce her!”  He notices that the 

Messenger is standing next to them with the Sky-Stone. 

 Manoj attempts to knock the Sky-Stone out of the Messenger’s hands and back 

into the Gate.  She evades his swing.  Then the Witch-Queen flings a Bolt of energy at 

Manoj, who shakes off the attack. 

 Manoj chirps out, “Sorry, Your Honor!  You can’t blame a boy for trying!”  He 

grasps Singh’s collar and pulls him through the gate. 

 Singh calls out, “Nice to meet you, ladies!” 

 The Witch-Queen flings another Bolt at the two of them.  They arrive on the 

forest side of the Gate smoking badly, to find Oka and Baba Ali doing their best to 

restrain the still-regenerating Guardians by both burning them and burying them under 

rock falls.  They seem to have a strong connection to the Energizer Bunny – they just 

keep on coming. 

The Aftermath 

 Both Manoj and Singh are badly wounded.  Oka helps Baba Ali cure the both of 

them.  Then the characters (except for Singh, who thinks that the Witch-Queen’s gifts are 

likely to be cursed) experiment with their new hardware. 

• The Animal Collars give the wearers the benefits of the Common Bond edge, 

allows Oka to see through Kura’s eyes, and gives Oka the ability to shapechange 

into Kura for one scene every day. 

• The Physician’s Tools give Baba Ali an additional +2 to his Healing checks and 

allow him to roll a 1d10 as a Wild die when Healing. 

• The Sword of Hala is a two-handed sword engraved with the blessing of Hala on 

one side and illustrations of people being decapitated on the other.  When used for 
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a head-strike (normally –4 to hit and +4 damage) it changes the modifiers to –2 to 

hit and +5 damage. 

• The Nightfall Armor weighs as much as leather armor but gives a +2 Toughness 

bonus, +2 to Stealth and the Hardy edge (two Shaken results do not equal a 

wound). 

• The Red Banner still seems warm and moist with blood.  All allies within five 

hexes gain +1 to avoid being shaken and +1 to Fighting rolls.  The characters 

designate Pirate #1 as their Bannerman. 

With that the characters decide to head back to Belsa and civilization.  Oka manages to 

talk a couple of Bear Clan braves to come along. 

The End of the Session 

 The session ends with the city gates of Belsa in view as a patrol of wyverns 

appears behind the characters.  Each character gains 4 experience points. 


